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Dron EMAX Hawk 5 Sport 4S

Cena brutto 969,00 zł

Cena netto 787,80 zł

Dostępność Aktualnie niedostępny

Czas wysyłki 1 - 3 dni

Opis produktu

Highlights
When the Hawk 5 was first unveiled, EMAX revolutionized the drone racing landscape by establishing the optimal specs for
fluid racing experience. But what EMAX has done again is redefine the field in aerial drone technology with the revolutionary
Hawk Sport.

By utilizing a comparatively lighter canopy, the Hawk Sport features a more aerodynamic profile which enables faster speeds
and improved power to weight ratio while still retaining the rigidity and durability to handle any situation. With its slim design,
the Hawk Sport also offers a mounting system to allow designers to create their own customizations to further personalize the
flight experience.

Featuring a newly engineered power system consisting of the Mini Magnum III power stack paired together with the ECO
brushless motor system and AVAN (Uh-Von) Scimitar propellers, maximum power, reliability, and efficiency is achieved
offering a superior flight experience over its predecessor.

The Mini Magnum III utilizes a high performance speed controlling system to accept up to 25.2 volts of power, while the ECO
motor offers superior performance throughout the throttle band. The flight times and performance of the proven AVAN
Scimitar series offers a superior flight experience on the Hawk Sport for beginners and pros alike.

With next-generation performance, the Hawk Sport is here to set a new standard in FPV flight performance.

Specification

General Brand: Emax
Item Name: Hawk Sport
Version: BNF(With Receiver)

Specification Wheelbase: 210mm

Weight: 265g (Without Battery)

Motor: ECO2207 2400KV

Propeller: AVAN 5*3.0*3/AVAN5*2.8*3

Flight Control: F4(MATEKF405 firmware)  

ESC: 4in1 3-6S 35A BLheli_32

Receiver: EMAX Tiny (Compatible FrSky D8 mode)

FPV Camera: CADDX Turbo Micro F2
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Transmitter: 25-200mW Adjustable frequency 37CH

Weight & Dimensions Package Weight: 0.582kg

Package Size (L x W x H): 28.4 x 23.6 x 6.8cm

Package Contents 1 x Hawk Sport FPV Racing Drone
3 x AVAN 5*3.0*3 Propellers (3x CW,3x CCW)
3 x AVAN 5*2.8*3 Propellers (3x CW,3x CCW)
1 x Extra Hardware Set
1 x Instruction Manual
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